
Sonata Form

section: Exposition Development Recapitulation [coda]

key: 1st: I/I

transition to V or

new key

2nd: V/ III

closing: V

1st: I/ I or (rare) IV

transition to V

2nd: I/ I or (rare) III

closing: I/ i

I or i

NB: 1st subj: I , 2nd subj:

V/ III, can have

closing theme (V)

elaboration of

thematic elements in

Exp. Tonal

fluctuation.

Restatements of thematic

materaials all in tonic. Can

have closing theme (I)

optional insertions: [introduction],[transition],[retransition],[closing group], [coda]

Sonata-rondo form

A B A C A B A

I V I R I I I

I or i V or III can return with

variations or

abbreviation or can

even later be

ommited

related (IV or Parallel) or

fluctuate w/seqeuntial mvt.

Can be developmental in

character. Can treat materials

from A and B. If not

developmental, can have new

theme, and is often longer

than other parts.

I or i I or I I or i

optional insertions: [intro], [transitions], [retransitions] and [coda]

Rondo

5 - part rondo

A B A B' or C A [Coda]

I or i V or III (or

other related
I or i related keys I or i I or i

Refrn 1 Ep.1 Refrn 2 Ep.2 Refrn 3 Coda
clear melodic

and rhythmic

feature, regular

phrase

structure,

harmonically

closed.

constrasts with the

refrain, may be

either thematic

(growing out of the

refrain) or

developmental.

can return with

variations or

abbreviation.

B': using similar thematic

material from Ep.1 (B). C:

contrasting episode

consisting of contrasting

thematic, or different

treatment. But Ep.1 and Ep.2

may share common motivic

material.

I or I, or the

whole

refrain

being

replaced

entirely by a

Coda.

NB:

optional insertion: [transition], [anticipatory transition],[coda]

The rondo usually lacks a introduction.

NB:

Section:

Key:

Section:

Key:

NB:
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7 - part rondo

A B A C A B' or D

(rare)

A [Coda]

I or i V or III I or i related keys I or i I or i I or i I or i

Refrn 1 Ep.1 Refrn 2 Ep.2 Refrn 3 Ep.3 Refrn 4 Coda
I or i V or III can return with

variations or

abbreviation.

related (IV or Parallel) or

fluctuate w/seqeuntial mvt.

Often being developmental in

character. Can treat materials

from A and B. If not

developmental, can have new

theme, and is often longer

than other parts. May have

change of tempo.

I or i I or i I or i I

NB: the main distinction b/w a 5-part and 7-part rondo: Ep.1 is in (V or III), while Ep.3 is usually in the Tonic.

The differences between sonata form and rondo-sonata form:

Exp Dev Recap

A     B A C A     B A

part: 1     2 3 4 5     6 7

1. The return of A after AB make sonata-rond different from the sonata form.

2.

3. In part 6 (B2), the key must be Tonic (home) in order to qualityas a Sonata-Rondo form.

4. In both Sonata form and Sonata-Rondo form, C can be the development, or the entire section can be omitted.

Sonata form:

Sontata-rondo form:

Although in sonata the thematic material from A can reappear, it is always in key 2 (the key B), therefore it is differenet

from the Sonata-Rondo form in which A2 comes back in the original key of A1.

Key:

NB:

Section

:
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Transition
1. connects 1st and 2nd themes

2.

3.

4.

5.

6. 

7.

Closing group (in Sonata Form)

1.

Codetta

1.

2.

3.

Retransition

1.

Tonicization (Ger. Tonikalisierung). 

frequently grows motivically out of th 1st theme, often in the form of a transitional extension.

the joint b/w the transition and the second theme is often marked by a major articulation, such as a chord on a

strong beat followed by a pause.

transition may end on half cadence (?-V) of the home key, or on an perfect cadence (V-I) in the new key, or

even on a half cadence in the new key or a perfect cadence of the new key.

used to round off the Exposition after the second subject.

In any work or movement said to be in Sonata form, the last part of the development section, which prepares

for the return of the opening idea (recapitulation). In tonal works the retransition normally consists of a

passage leading to the dominant of the key of the movement and then a passage that emphasizes the

dominant just before the recapitulation begins.

used to conclude the closing group

normally based on repeated cadential progression and is oftena mere extension of the preceding phrase.

often grows out of the closing group.

allows the composer to expand the time interval b/w two themes, to vary the texture, and to exploit the sense of motion away from

the tonic.

although motivically originated from the 1st theme, the treatment of the material in transition often contrasts with that of the 1st

theme. Occasionally it has a thematic character of its own.

harmony: may introduce harmonic variety through altered chords, transient modulations.

The act of establishing a new key centre, or of giving a degree other than the first the role of tonic. This is accomplished by emphasizing the crucial

properties of that tonic, in particular its fourth scale degree and leading note, both of which are part of its dominant 7th chord. For example, at the

beginning of the slow movement of Mozart's String Quartet k160/159a (ex.1), the first chord tonicizes B and so helps delay the arrival of the home

key of A until the downbeat of bar 6.

Haydn's String Quartet op. 74 no.1 begins with a V7–I progression; though the first chord is not a tonic, it nevertheless ‘tonicizes’ the home key of C

major. By contrast, the opening chord of Beethoven's First Symphony, a tonic chord with an added flattened 7th, behaves initially as a V7 of IV and

so tonicizes the subdominant, F.

The term Tonikalisierung originates in the second part of Heinrich Schenker's Harmonielehre (1906, chaps. 2–3), where examples of tonicization are

used to show how one diatonic collection can be musically enriched by the implication of another (through the presence of a single foreign note),

and how the concept of Stufe (i.e. a significant harmony identified with a particular scale degree) is more useful than the notion of transitory modulation.

The term ‘tonicization’ is sometimes used in a non-Schenkerian context to characterize modulation at a low level, where a new key is touched on only briefly.
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